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Abstract
We propose a new method to compute the Galois group of an integral polynomial based on
resolvent computation by modular techniques. We developed an exact method to find integral
roots of relative resolvents by direct evaluation of invariants over some p-adic number field or
its extension. Experiments on a set of test polynomials suggest that the presented method is quite
practical by virtue of efficient evaluation of invariants based on modular techniques introduced
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1. Introduction

Finding

an efficient

deterministic

algorithm

for computing

the Galois

group of an

integral polynomial
is a very classical problem. One can find many papers on this
problem. In [2] the author, together with colleagues, proposed a method based on
computation of the splitting field of a given polynomial. Although it works well for
small Galois groups, due to the difficulty of factorization over successive extension
fields, it tends to be hard to deal with large Galois groups. In order to deal with polynomials having a large Galois group, it is strongly suggested to use a certain knowledge
about the classification of all subgroups in the full symmetric groups. One of the most
promising ways is the use of vesolvents. In a numerical approach, Stauduhar [23] proposed a method based on resolvents (see its continuation
[ll]). As for a symbolical
approach, several authors [3, 22, 251 proposed methods based on absolute resolvents,
where absolute resolvents are computed through resultants or symmetric functions.
(By making special tables, McKay and his colleagues gave a practical implementation
in Maple for polynomials with degrees less than 8 and Amaudibs and Valibouze also
gave practical methods for polynomials
up to degree 11. See also [ 171.) Recently,
0022-4049/97/$17.00 @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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Cohn

[9] proposed

a method

symbolic counterpart
Aiming

at a practical

modular techniques
crucial

problem

a rational

integral

are two different

based on relative

of Stauduhar’s

in existing

method for computing

a

Galois groups, we apply

method. From a computational

methods

based on resolvents

root of the resolvent
approaches,

which can be viewed

method.

deterministic

to Stauduhar’s

resolvents,
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for a given subgroup

numerical

and symbolic.

view point, the most

is the difficulty

of finding

and its invariant.

In a numerical

There

approach,

we

compute all roots of a given polynomial numerically and evaluate invariants by approximation. As pointed out in [12], there is a very critical problem: the swell of the
required precision for the results in this approach to be reliable. In a symbolic approach, we compute resolvents by resultants or symmetric functions. However, it is
very hard to compute absolute resolvents when the target subgroup has large index in
the symmetric group. It is also hard to compute relative resolvents, since we have to
compute resolvents over algebraic extensions.
In our method, we find integral roots of resolvents

by direct evaluation

of invariants

over some p-adic number field QP or an extension, so that we avoid heavy computation
of resolvents. Moreover, in this computation, we deal only with invariants appearing in
relative resolvents. By precise analysis of the relation between the splitting field of a
polynomial f over the field Q of rational numbers and that over QP, we find a bound
k, computable from f; such that we can replace the expressions of roots of f over
QP or an extension, with their approximations
modulo pk+‘. Since computation of
splitting fields over finite fields is much easier than that over Q and since we can lift
splitting fields over GF(p) to those over QP modulo p k+’ for any integer k efficiently,
we can apply modular techniques for efficient evaluation of invariants. We note that
Darmon and Ford [lo] had already applied the technique direct evaluation of the roots
by their p-adic approximation
in QP to prove that two polynomials
constructed by
some combinatorial objects have Mi1 and Mix as their Galois groups. The method here
is obtained independently
to their work and it gives not only a general formulation,
i.e., an algorithm for general polynomials, but also a further improvement, i.e., use of
extension

fields of p-adic number

fields.

In this paper, we also give a discussion
report on a computational

experiment

to make the method

for polynomials

very practical,

and

of small degree which suggests

the quality and ability of the new method. As for the part of group computation, we
rely only on existing works in the field of computational
group theory (cf. [7]). The
new method provides a byproduct which can be immediately
splitting field of a polynomial.

2. Mathematical

applied to compute

the

fundamentals

In this section we provide the necessary notions. First we argue over an arbitrary
field 2 which is of characteristic 0 or a finite field. Since our goal is to obtain the
Galois group, we can assume square-freeness of the polynomials studied.
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Let f(x)

be a manic square-free

polynomial

the set of all roots of f in the algebraic
the extension
of f(x)

field 5!(fif)

is the 5!-algebra

obtained

of degree n over 5! and s2, = { ~11,.. . , a,}

closure of 9. The splitting

by adjoining

automorphism

we treat Gf as its permutation

is

on Szf,

on Szf.

field Kf symbolically,

To express the splitting

field Kf of f

all roots to 9. The Galois group Gj

group of Kf. Since Gf acts faithfully

representation
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we set the following:

we assign each

root !xi to an indeterminate xi for i = 1,. . . , n. For simplicity, we write X = {xi,. . ,x,}.
Then Kf is represented by the residue class ring & of the polynomial
ring &Y]
factored

by the kernel J& of a ring-epimorphism
4 from Z![X] to Z$ which transforms g(x, ..,&I) to s(w,..., a,) for each g in %[X]. We call the maximal ideal
.A the splitting ideal of f associated with the assignment of the roots ~(1,.. .,cI,.
(In [3], they call Jz’ the ideal of the relations between the roots of f.) In this set)

ting, to compute
a unique

the splitting

expression

field Kf means to compute

for each element,

the required

a basis of J%!. As we need

basis must be a Grobner

basis

(cf. [41).
We consider the Galois group Gf as a subgroup of S,,, where S,, acts naturally on
J![X] with xp =xis for 1 5 i < n and rr E S,,. Of course, Gf is Autd(&),
the 9?-ring
automorphism

group of &‘.

Remark 1. Let 9 be a Grobner basis of J&‘. Since $(A)=
{0}, &P)=&NFg(P))
for every P in 9[X] and especially, 4(P) =NFy(P)
if 4(P) belongs to 9, where
NFa(P) denotes the normal form of P with respect to 9.
Remark 2. Choose the lexicographic order < on terms with xi < . . . < xn. Then the
reduced Grlibner basis 99 of &! coincides with the generating set {gt, 92,. . . , g,,} obtained by successive extensions such that for each i,
( 1) yI is a polynomial in xi,. . . ,xi and manic with respect to xi, and
(2) s(a ,,..., c(,) z _%‘[xi
,..., x,]/Zd(gl ,..., gi), where Id(F) denotes the ideal generated by an element or a set F. This implies that gi is an irreducible factor of f (xi)
over 9[xr ,. .,xi_l]/Zd(gl,...,

gi_1) such that gi(ai ,..., ai)=O.

From this fact, 9 can be obtained
We use the following

notation

by “algebraic
for groups:

factoring

methods,”

for a group G acting

see [24, 21.
on a set 9,

we

denote by Stabo(A) the stabilizer in G of an element or a subset A of Y, i.e.,
Stabo(A) = {o E G )A’ =A}. If G is the full symmetric group on 9, we simply write
Stab(A) for Stabo(A). By H\G and H\\G we denote the set of right cosets of H in
G and the set of all representatives of H \G, respectively.
Now, we introduce the notion of splitting rings and of resolvents. Then we give
several relations on idempotents of splitting rings and resolvents. Here, we use a slightly
different terminology

from those used in [3, 211.

Definition 3. We call the ideal generated by si + fi, . . ,s, + (- l )“-‘fn the universal
splitting ideal of f and denote it by An, where si is the ith elementary symmetric
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function on X and f(x)

= x”+ftx”-

the universal splitting ring off
following

617636

t +. . .+fn. We call the residue class ring L?[X] /J.z&
over 3? and denote it by ~4s. Moreover,

we call the

set the standard generating set of Jz’s:

where go=
f(xl) and g&t,..., xi) is the quotient of f (xi) divided by ((xi x1 ). . (xi - xi_ 1)) for each i > 1. The standard generating set is the retied
Griibner
basis of J& with respect to the lexicographic order < on terms such that x1 < . . . <
x,. The universal

splitting

ideals and the universal

splitting

rings can be defined over

rings.
Usually, for each polynomial g in 9[X], we express the residue class containing g
by the normal form of g with respect to the standard generating set. However, we
sometimes

express the residue class by g.

Since S, stabilizes
square-free,

40,

S, also acts faithfully

on &,

i.e., S, ~At.tt~(~&).

As f

is

we have the following.

Theorem 4 (Pohst and Zassenhaus [21]). The universal splitting ring ~$0 has finitely
many primitive idempotents el,. . . , e/ such that (el, . . . , e/j forms an &,-orbit.
Therefore, Stab(et ), . . , Stab(e/) are pairwise isomorphic and the number e of primitive idempotents coincides with [S,, : Stab(et)]. Moreover, for each i, ei&o g Kf and
Autd(e;&)

= Stab(ei).

BY [3, P. 171, we have AO = floEG,,vti JP and for each IJ in Gf \\S,, Stab(&“)
Gy(= a-‘Gfa).
Proposition

Moreover,

=

we have the following:

5. (1) There exists exactly one primitive idempotent e of cc40such that

~={sEWlleg~~0),

where we consider e as an element in Z?[X]. For each
o in Gf\\S,,, A!” = {g E Z&Y] 1ge” E A’o} and there is an isomorphism from e”&
to &X]/JP
which maps e’xi to xi mod _4?” and Aut~(9[X]/~“)=Autg(eu&o)=
Stab(e”) = G;. This relation gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all
primitive idempotents of ~~20and that of all prime divisors of ,%e,. Thus,

(2) Let Y be a subset of Gf\\S,.

Then

This relation gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all idempotents of
&O and that of all radical ideals containing A&.
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Proof. (1) Fix a primitive
&Y]

to e’&o defined

idempotent

by S[X] -+ &O + e/&o.

and so it is a prime divisor,
that ..&!’= JP.
e “-‘,

e’ of ~40 and consider

say A’,

By the action

of 0, we have

we have ~4’ = {g E $![X] 1eg E do}.

Stab(P)

Then

its kernel

of ~4’0. Therefore,
Moreover,

the projection

from

is a maximal

ideal
a such

there is an element

J&’= {g 1ge”-’

621

E J&‘o}. Setting

e as

Aut~(~[X]/~“)

=

Stab(eO&o)=

= GT.

(2) Let e:f = CaEY eg and J?‘Y = naE,Y J&P’. For each polynomial g(X) in 2[X],
if ge, belongs to .R;c, i.e., ge, =O in ~$0, then 0 =geYe’ =ge(’ in &‘o for each cr.
Thus g belongs

to ,,&‘y. On the other hand, for each g belonging

J.& for every t in Sp, and so ge, = g CoEY e’ = 0 in J&.
Definition

6. We say that an idempotent

to M,v, ge” = 0 in

II

e of ~40 corresponds with the ideal &Z if

.4V= {g 1ge E ~880).
Next, we define invariants of subgroups of S,, and resolvents.
notation slightly modified from that used in [9, 251.

We use the following

Definition 7. For a pair (H,L) of subgroups of S,, such that H c L, a polynomial P
in _5?[X] is an L-relative H-invariant if StabL(P) = H. When L = S,, we omit the word
“S,-relative”. For an L-relative H-invariant
the generic L-relative resolvent of P:

P, we call the polynomial

_!$ defined below

J-J(Y-P’).

av>=

PEH\\L
And we call its specialization

at (xl,. . . ,x,) = (al,. . . , cl* ) the L-relative resolvent of P

by f and denote it by 5@/:

For the case L = S,,, we call Z2f

the absolute resolvent

of P by f and denote it

simply by ZP,~.
We note that if L contains Gf, Y’r is a polynomial over 2. The following gives
the mathematical basis for methods for computing Galois groups based on resolvents
(see its further extension

[3]).

Theorem 8. Let H and L be subgroups of Sn such that Gf c L and H c L, and P an
L-relative H-invariant. Suppose that &P”) is a simple root of Yif belonging to 9
for some o in H\\L. Then H” also contains Gf.
Moreover,

we have the following

which is a refinement

of [3, pp. 17,181.
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Corollary 9. We use the same notation as in Theorem 8 and suppose that H” = Gf
and the characteristic of 22 is 0. Then
+ Zd(P” - +(P”)).

10. For a root A of the resolvent

Definition

corresponds with a prime divisor JZ’ of 4s
Remark 11. We recall useful properties

Zp,f

belonging

to 9, we say that A

if $(P”) = A.

of idempotents

of &.

(1) Primitive idempotents are orthogonal to each other.
(2) Every idempotent can be written uniquely as a sum of primitive
an idempotent

e’ is written as e’ = el +

. + e, for primitive

call each e; a component of e’.
(3) A primitive idempotent e is a component
ee’ # 0. (If ee’ # 0, then ee’ = e.)
By Remark

idempotents.

idempotents

of an idempotent

If

et,. . . , e,, we

e’ if and only if

1, we have the following:

Lemma 12. Let e be the primitive idempotent corresponding to &?. Then, for each
element g in 2&Y], if 4(g) belongs to 2, then ($(g) - g)e =0 in &. Especially,
for a pair (H, L) of subgroups such that L contains H and Gf and for an L-relative
H-invariant

P, (%?Y) - &+f(y)k = 0

in ~o[YI.

3. Splitting fields over p-adic number fields
Now, we consider the splitting rings over the field Q of rational numbers and the
p-adic number field and show that the values of invariants can be lifted from their
modular

images

free, manic
the splitting

over finite fields. From

polynomial
ideal

now on, we suppose

over the ring Z of integers,

J%’ associated

with the assignment

that f

is a square-

and fix C$- = {al,. . . , Q,} and
Xi to ai. For a prime

inte-

ger p, we denote by Zi”, Z, and Qp the localization of Z at p, the completion
of Zj and the p-adic number field, respectively. We denote by rep the projection
from Z,[X] to GF(p)[X]
to GF(p).

which is the natural

extension

of the projection

from Z

3.1. Relations among universal splitting rings
We fix a prime number p such that rep(f) is square-free, i.e., p does not divide
the discriminant d(f) of f, and let 71 = 5. Let 1s denote the ideal $4’0 n Z[X]) in
GF(p)[X] and 590 denote the standard generating set of MO. Then ~(9,) exists and it
is the Grobner basis of the ideal generated by itself. Since M-reductions of polynomials
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in Z,[X]

with respect to 90 can be done over Z,, we can easily show the following

related to the notion of compatibility of primes with Grobner
Lemma
$90)

13. The universal splitting ideal of z(f)

bases in [20].

over GF(p)

coincides with A&, and

is the standard generating set of _4&. Moreover, 90 is the standard generating

set of the universal splitting ideal Q,,
Zj[X])

@Q

~2’0

over QP and that of Z,[X] 8~; (A$ n

over Z,.

We denote universal

over Qp and Z,[X]B~;

splitting ideals Qp@Q&,

over Z, by J%$~’ and ./,$O”)+, respectively.

And we denote

(_4&nZ~[[X])

the universal

splitting

rings GF( p)[X] / J&, Z,[X]/A(O”)+
and Q,[X]/J#~)(
= Qp @Q do)
by &?,, &‘$O”)+
and &iE’, respectively. As the representative
of each residue class, we use the normal form of elements
set.

in the residue

class with respect

to the standard

generating

Lemma 14. Each element of do, sZ~“‘, &iw)+ and J& is expressed as a linear sum
of terms x7’ . ‘x2 such that 0 se, 2 n - i for i = 1,. . ,n. For each g in Z,[X], the
representative of the residue class containing g belongs Z,[X].
Using representatives,
in the original

polynomial

we can treat elements

in universal

rings. By Lemma

splitting

14 we can extend

rings as elements

the projection

rc to

&‘(03’f.
Then .I&&E CA!~oo”/pA~oo)+ and C&ic &~~)+/p&‘~O(O”)+.
0
Lemma 15. Every idempotent e(03) of .s$“’
Proof. Assume,

to the contrary,

belongs to JXJ$~)+ and z(e(03)) # 0.

that some idempotent

e(O”) of &‘$“’ does not belong

to &imu)+. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that pkecoo) belongs to JZZ’$~)+
and set u = pkecoo). As e(O”)(e(O”) - 1) = 0, we have u2 = pku in JzZ~~)+ and so u2
belongs to #dim)+.
Now consider rc(u) in &i. By the definition of u, X(U) # 0.
However,

(n(~))~ = n(u2) = 0 in &i. Since rr( f)

of fields (see Proposition
This is a contradiction.

is square-free,

&

is the direct sum

5). From this, we can show that (rc(~))~ = 0 implies rc(u) = 0.

Next, we show n(eco) # 0. Assume the contrary z(e(m))=O.
Then e(03) can be
written as pu for some u in &‘ioo)+. As e(O”)(e(03) - 1) = 0, e(03) = p2u2. Repeating
this replacement,

e(O”) = p2’ u*” for any positive

a contradiction.

0

integer

k. This implies

e(O”) =0

and

Theorem 16. The projection 71 gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
all primitive idempotents of zd~O”’and that of S& Moreover, for each pair (~?,e(“))))
qf’ corresponding primitive idempotents, Stab(C) = Stab(ecm)).
We will give a proof of Theorem

16 in Section 3.2
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17. (1) For each primitive idempotent e of ~40, e is also an idempotent

Proposition
Of

617436

and x(e) is also an idempotent of z& (this corresponds with [21, p. 1271).

&p

(2) Let e be a component of n(e) and let e cm) be the primitive idempotent of&J”’
corresponding to e. Then Stab(e)
Stab(e).

contains Stab(Z) (= Stab(ecm)))

and Stab(n(e))

=

Moreover, by letting Y = Stab(e)\\Stab(e),

7-c(e)=

C

5”

and

0E.Y

e=

c
ue,v

e(oo)g

Proof. (1) As e2 - e belongs to J& c A!‘~“‘,
e is written as a sum of primitive idempotents

e

is also an idempotent of &$“‘. Then
of &ioo). By Lemma 15, rc(e) exists

and rr(e)2 = rc(e2) = z(e).
(2) Let I = {er( = e), . . . , e,} be the set of all primitive

idempotents

of &o and let @

be that of &. Then Id/ = [S, : Gf] and ]#I = [S, : Stab(e)]. Let 4 be the set of all components of rc(ei) for each i, i = 1,. . . , Y. Since ei’s are orthogonal to each other and et +
. . . + e, = 1, rc(ei)‘s are orthogonal to each other and n(el ) f. . . + rc(e,) = 1. Therefore,
&, . . , cS$are disjoint and &= U:=, 4. And 4’s are conjugate to each other in S,,. Thus,
14 I= I#_l/r= [S, : Stab(e)]/[S, : Gf] = ]G,-[/IStab(
= ]Stab(e)]/]Stab(6)).
On the other
hand, for each rr in Stab(e), ?‘rr(e) = Z6rc(eu) = (&r(e))” = I?‘, that is, ?’ is also a component of n(e). Thus, I& 1> [Stab(e) : Stab(e) f’ Stab(e)] > IStab(e))/]Stab(Z)(.
This
shows that Stab(e) is contained in Stab(e) and & consists of all Stab(e)-conjugates
to 5, i.e., 7r(e)= CnEY P. Moreover, Stab(e) = Stab(rc(e)).
Finally,

we show e = CacY (e(“))“.

each primitive

idempotent

ecm)’ of &i”‘,

By Remark

11, it suffices to show that for

ecm)‘e # 0 if and only if e(O”)’ is Stab(e)-

conjugate to e(O”). Since rr(e)P =P
for CJE 9, we have e(e(“))” # 0. Conversely,
if ecW)‘e # 0 then ecW)‘e = e(O”)’ and so rc(e(03)‘)e= rr(e(“)‘) # 0. This implies that
rc(e(“)‘) = 6” for some CJ in Stab(e) and ecm) = (e’“))“.
0
Lemma 18. Let e be the primitive idempotent corresponding to J%I. Consider a polynomial g in Z[X] such that 4(g) belongs to Q. Then (g-$(g))e(“)
= 0 for every component ecrn) of e and (n(g)-z(&g)))e=O

f or every component e of x(e). Especially,

for the generic L-relative resolvent of P, where L and H are subgroup of S, such that
L contains H and Gf and P is an L-relative H-invariant, (.5$kf - Yb)e(O”) = 0 and
(71(5!&) - 7c(Y$))e= 0.
Proof. Since 4(g) is an algebraic integer, 4(g) belongs to Z. By Lemma 12, (g &g))e = 0 in do. Then (g - &g))ee(“)
= (g - $(g))e(“) = 0 in dim) for any component e(O”) of e. Moreover, by Theorem 16 we have (n(g) - rc(+(g))e= 0 for every
component t! of rc(e). 0
By combining

Theorems

8 and 17, we have the following.

Theorem 19. Let H and L be subgroups of S,, such that L contains Gf and H, P an
L-relative H-invariant in Z[X], e the primitive idempotent corresponding to A’ and

K. Yokoyamal Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra I I7 & 118 (1997)

e(Oc) a component of e in &i”‘,
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Suppose that (P” - A)e(“) = 0 for an integer A and

some cr in H\\L, and PbecDO)# Pa’ e(O”)for any (T’# (T in H\\L. Then H’
Gf and (P” -A)e=O,
Proof.

Consider

L-relative

resolvent

of P. Then L fixes Y:(y).

9:(y)

(P” - A)eCm) = 0, we have _C$(A)e(O”) = 0 and so 9b(A)e(CO)’ =

(_!$(A)e(-)y
=0 for any t in L. By the fact that e=
by using Lemma 12 we obtain
Z&JA)e

contains

i.e., 4(P”)=A.

the generic

By the assumption

625

= $(A)e

=

CTEstab(ecOD’),,Stab(e)
e(OO)’ and

_5$?(A)e(03)’ = 0.

c
rEStab(e’m’)\\Stab(e)

Thus, A is an integral root of 9Ar, i.e., for some r in H\\L, &P’) - A=0 and so
(P’ - A)e = 0. As e(m) is a component of e, (P” - A)e(“O) = 0. On the other hand,
since P”e(OO)#Pa’ e(03) for any 0’ with HCJ#Ho’, this implies that z = cr and so A is
a simple root of 9k.f.

Thus H” contains

Gf.

0

3.2. Lifting procedures
First we prove Theorem 16 by showing that each idempotent of &i can be lifted to
its corresponding idempotent of &i”‘. Then we consider how we can construct values
of invariants over Kf by their modular images.
Theorem 20. The projection rc gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set qf
all idempotents of SZI~-’ and that of s!&. Moreover, each idempotent of &i can be
lifted to its corresponding idempotent of SZI$-) by Hensel construction.
Proof. By Lemma

15, it suffices to show that for each idempotent

exactly one idempotent

I? of &i there is

e(O”) of &‘im) such that rr(~?(~)) = Z and it can be constructed

from e by Hensel construction.
First we show the existence.

So, we consider

&‘(O”)+.

To do it, we show that there is an element eo) in &iDCl)+

such that e(l) E e(mod p) and (e(‘))2 E e(‘) (mod pi+’ ) for any non-negative integer i by
induction argument which describes a Hensel construction procedure. Let e(O) be an
inverse image of 2 in &$O”)+. Then (e(O))’ E e(O)(modp),
which shows the claim
for i = 0. So assume that the claim is true for i 2 0. Then there is an element e(‘)
such that e(j) z e(mod p) and (e(‘))2 G eci) (mod p'+' ). Set Ai = ((e(‘))’ - e(‘)))/p’+‘,
fi+, = (-2e(‘)+
l)Ai and eci+‘) = e(‘)+p”’ fi+, . Since (2e(‘)- 1)(2e(‘)- 1) = 4(e(0))2 4e(“) + 1 z 1 (modp),

we obtain

((e(r+t92 _ eU+l) )/pi+’ s Ai( 1 - (2e(‘) - 1)(2e(‘) - 1)) s 0 (mod p),
Thus e(‘+‘) satisfies the condition of the claim.
Next, we show the uniqueness of the lifted idempotent. Since (2; - 1) is invertible
in && the difference p’+‘l;:+l between eci) and eci+l) is determined uniquely moduio p
by Ai at each step i. This assures the uniqueness of ecW). q
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Proof of Theorem 16. First we show that for each primitive
idempotent
primitive

e(w) is primitive.
idempotents

2 is primitive

that eccx3) is written

argument

e(O”), its image

one correspondence

between

as e\“’

, e,:“‘. Then 2 = rc(e(cx3))= n(e\“‘)

and rc(ej”‘) # 0 for every i, we obtain

tive. By the similar
idempotent

Assume

e\“‘, .

idempotent

2, its lifted

+ . . . + e$“’ for

+

’ . + rc(eLoc))). As

s = 1, that is, e(03) is primi-

as in the above, we can show that for each primitive
E= rc(e(m)) is also primitive.
the set of all primitive

of .P&.
Next, we show Stab(e) = Stab(ecm)).

Thus,

idempotents

Since the number

rc gives

a one-to-

of &~O”’ and that

of primitive

idempotents

of

&‘(m’ coincides with [S, : Stab(e (“‘)I and that of &i coincides with [S, : Stab(e)], we
ha\e [S, : Stab(e(“))] = [S, : Stab(e)] by the one-to-one correspondence.
Meanwhile,
as Z= n(e(oo)), Stab(e (“)) also stabilizes 2, i.e., Stab(e (-)) c Stab(?). Comparing the
orders, we get Stab(e) = Stab(etm)).

0

Now, we fix a primitive idempotent 2 of J&. Let 1 be its corresponding maximal
ideal of GF(p)[X]
and 4 = (9,). . , Y,} the reduced Grobner basis of 4? with respect
to the lexicographic order < such that x1 <
. < x,. We will lift @ to its counterpart
in Z,[X].
ideal.

Let e (03! be the lifted idempotent

of e and JY tw) its corresponding

splitting

Theorem 21. The Griibner basis $ is lifted uniquely to the Griibner basis of A’(03)
with respect to < by Hensel construction.

Proof. By induction

on i, we show that for each yi, there is exactly one polynomial

,gi”’ in Z,[X] such that r~(g1(~)) =ji and gioo)(x I,...,~i--I,~)
is a manic irreducible
factor of f(x) over QP[xl,.
,xi_l]/Zd(Y/_“,‘), where q;(y) = {gico), . . . , g$_“l’}, and gj”’
is lifted from S, by Hensel construction.
For the case i = 1, since I$ f) is square-free, the claim can be shown by the ordinary Hensel construction.
modifying

So let i > 1 and assume that the claim holds for i - 1. By

the Hensel construction

proposed

by [26] to the successive

extension

case,

we obtain a procedure which lifts g;(xr,. . . ,xi) to g!03)(x1,. . . ,xi) in Z,[.xl, . . ,x,1. Here
we give an outline of the procedure.
We set g,(‘) = S, and hj”’ = fq as elements of Z,[X], where hi is the cofactor of S,.
Assume that for some integer k 2 0, we constructed gjk) and hik’ such that degJgjk)) =
deg,Y,(Si ), deg*, (hjk’) = deg,, (ii)

and

,f(xi) = gjk)(Xr,. . . ,Xi)hjk)(X1,. . ,.q) (mod p ‘+‘,Zd(~~~~‘)nZ,[X]).
As gcd(di,hi)=

1 over the field GF(p)[x~,...,xi-~]/~d(~,,...,~;_~),

hr,k+l such that deg,, gi,k+r < deg,! S,, degXfhi,k+r < deg,, k and

there are gi.k+r>

K. Yokoyamal Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 117 & I18 (1997)

where u =NF~l_q,(f(xi)-gjk’hik))/pk+‘.

Letting gik+‘) = gik)+pk+‘gi,k+l

and hlk+‘) =

. . ,xi) (mod Pk+*,Zd(4ef_W1))n Zp[X]).

E glk+‘)(Xt,, . . ,Xi)hikfl)(X1,.

By continuing

621

we can show easily that

hik’ + #+‘hi,k+l,
f(xi)
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this procedure,

we finally have j,‘“‘.

from that of ji and its uniqueness

The irreducibility

of sl”’

of z(gi,k+r ) and

can be shown by the uniqueness

n(hi,k+r ) in the extended GCD computation, see [26].
Next, consider the prime decomposition
of A$O”‘. By the correspondence
divisors and primitive idempotents, we can show that Zd(B(Oi))e(“)
so @03) is the Grobner basis of AX(~). q

follows

=0

of prime

in &i30) and

In the Hensel construction procedure, for each k and i, we can replace the normal form with respect to k”’
where
‘I I by the normal form with respect to @t”,
q!;‘“’ = {#’ , , . . , gjk’}. Thus, in actual computation, we use a Hensel construction which
lifts 4eck) to ??(k+‘) for each k, where 9ck) =%ik’.
22. We call the above 9ck) a kth approximation to @O”).

Definition

For each polynomial

P in Q[X],

NFY,+(P)

is considered as the evaluation of P
over the extension field Q&Y]/&? (03). This implies that we can lift the value 4(P)
from its image z(4(P)) by Hensel construction.
Corollary 23. Let H and L be subgroups of S, such that L contains H and Gf, P
an L-relative H-invariant in Z[X] and e the primitive idempotent corresponding to
.&. Then,
(1) [f rc(2kf)
of Ykf

has a root in GF(p)

in a splitting field off

(2) Suppose that (rc(P”) -k

with multiplicity v, it can be lifted to v roots

over Qp.
)C= 0, where k E GF(p), for some a in L and a com-

ponent 12of n(e), and k is lifted to a simple integral root A of 9kf over e(W)Cz4i”),
where e(03) is the lifted idempotent of 2. Then H” contains Gf. If none of the roots
of 7c(S$,) in GF(p) is lifted to an integral root of 2$.r., then Gf is not contained
in any i-conjugates of H.

4. Finding Galois groups
Here we present a new method based on Stauduhar’s

approach. Let f(x)

be a square-

free, manic integral polynomial of degree n, Jz’~ its universal splitting ideal, and p a
prime which does not divide the discriminant of f.
By using methods for algebraic factoring over finite fields (see a survey [14]),
we compute a prime divisor A? of the universal splitting ideal Ai of n,(f)
over
GF(p), that is, we compute the Grobner basis @ of A?. Let 2 be the primitive idempotent corresponding
to A?. Then there is a pair (A, e) of a prime divisor A! of
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J&O and its corresponding

primitive

idempotent

the ideal rrP(& nZ,[X])

and 13 is a component

rems 20 and 21, there is the lifted Grijbner
corresponding
compute
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e such that J%’ is a prime divisor
of the idempotent

q,(e).

basis Y(m) of the maximal

of

By Theoideal JZ(~)

to the lifted primitive

idempotents,

idempotent e coo). In the new method, we never
but we lift 4 to an approximation
9tk) to Y(O”) for a certain

degree k.
We fix the Galois groups Gr and G,J~) as Stab(e) and Stab(Z),
also fix an assignment ai -+ xi,. . . , cc,,4x,, such that the assignment
to an isomorphism

from Q(E~, . . , a,) to Q[X]/&Z. By this assignment,

respectively. We
can be extended
4(P)

becomes

an integer A if and only if (P - A)e = 0 in &a. Moreover, (rcP(P) - q,(A));=
0 in J&
in GF(p)[X].
Now we assume that we can do the following
and n,(A) = NF&n,(P))
group computation:
(i) For any subgroup

L of S, we can compute

all conjugate

classes of maximal

subgroups of L. (If f is irreducible, we need only transitive subgroups.)
(ii) For any pair (L,H) of subgroups of S,, such that L contains H, we can compute
the set H\\L of all representatives
Applying the following procedure
the Galois group Gf.

of the right coset H\L.
repeatedly from the initial setting L = S,,, we obtain

Procedure (L, #‘))
Inputs: a subgroup

L of S,, and a kth approximation

gck).

Assumption: L contains Gf.
Output: a maximal subgroup H of L containing Gf if exists, and L, otherwise.
(1) Compute the list V of all conjugate classes of maximal subgroups of L.

(2) For each maximal subgroup H in w, do:
(2.1)

Compute H\\L.

(2.2)

Compute an L-relative H-invariant P in Z[X] and a bound M such that
2[L: H] <A4 and /c$(P”)I <A4 for every 0 in H\\L.
for every cr in H\\L and let
(2.3) Compute NFzPcy(k),(rcJ P”)) in GF(p)[X]

90 = (0 E H\\LINF,(~(rl)(~~(Pd))
E GF(p)].
(2.4) If 90 = 0, then go to (2).
(2.5) If pkf’ < (2A~f)[~‘~], then lift Yck) to 9ck’) for k’ such that pk’+’ >

(2M)[L’H] and replace ‘3ck) by 3ck’).
(2.6) Compute A,, = NFg,k,(P”) for all 0 in H\\L and let Y= {U E H\\LIAb E 2
and lABl < M}. (Ab is given as an integer between -(pk+’ - 1)/2 and
p!+‘/2.)
(2.7) If Y= 0 then go to (2).
(2.8) If there is B in Y such that A,, #A,, for any 0’ in 9’\(n),
then return
H” and otherwise, go to (2.2). (We have to use another P.)
(3) Return L as Gj..
Now, we show the correctness of this procedure, where the decisions on whether H”
contains Gf are given at Steps (2.4), (2.7) and (2.8).
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Correctness of the decision at Steps (2.4) and (2.7). Suppose that Ho contains

Gf.

Then A = $(P”)

18,

(@P”)

is an integer

- @A))<=

and n,(A)

0 and so NF&n,(P”))

is an element

of GF(p).

By Lemma

= n&A). This shows the correctness

of the

decision at Step (2.4). Also by Lemma 18, (P” - A)dm) =0 and so NFg~,~(P”)=A.
As @) E Ytoo) (mod pk+’ ), NF,(o(P’) 3 A (mod pk+’ ). Moreover, by the definition of
A4, IAl CM, which shows the correctness

of the decision

Correctness of the decision at Step (2.8). Consider
the construction

of A,,

(y - NF&~-I(Pt))e(03)

(P” - Aa)etM) = 0 (mod pk+‘).
by Lemma

_5f$kf(Ao)e(03) = 0

the resolvent

Ykt. over Q. By

Since Ykf(y)ecoo)
= nrEHiil,

18, we have

(mod pk”).

We note that each r in L fixes 9;(y)

and so it also fixes _.C@(A,). As L contains

for each r in Gf we have 9~(A,)e(03)T
Tptf(A,,)e

at Step (2.7).

= _@(Ac)e =

rO(modpk+‘).

c

By Lemma

12,

9$(A,)e(m)t

E 0

pkf’ ).

+ pk+’ u(y)

for some polynomials

(mod

Gf,

rEStab(e’-))\\G,

This implies

that 9kf.(y)

= (y - A,)h(y)

Z[y]. Thus, .$-JA,)
= 0 or IL+!-,(A,)1 > pk+‘.
On the other hand, as Z&JAG)=
nIrEH,,$AO
(2M)[f,:HI.

By the choice of k, 9kf(A,,)

- &P’)),

we have

=0 and so A, is an integral

Then there is some (T in H\\L such that (P”’ -A,)e = 0 and so (P”-Ag)ec”)
this, NFc,,r,(PU’) = A,. The condition that A, # Ab’ for any o’ in 9’\{o},
0’ = CJand A, is a simple integral root of 9bf, . Thus, Ha contains

h, u in

15$JAo)I

<

root of 9ir-.
= 0. From
implies that

Gf by Theorem

8.

How to compute the bound M. Here, we give a simple bound M for a given Lrelative H-invariant P in Z[X]. We denote the square-norm off by \]f]], i.e., llfll=
(II:=,

lsI12)“2.

Lemma 24. Let Yp be the set of all terms appeuring in P. For each term T, we
write CT for its coefJicient and set D(T) = max{deg,,(T), . . . , degJ T)}. Then the
following M satisjies the condition at Step 2.2:

Proof. Let {il,..., is} be the set of all indices i such that INil > 1. For each
term T = CT+ . . .x$ appearing in P, 1x1Jfi . . . IcI,\‘~ 5 IQ, IDcT). . (ai, )QT). By Landau’s
inequality
[ 18, Theorem
31, I-If=,
mm{l, Iail)
I ll.fl~(T)From
this,
we
get
I% I

D(T)

. . I~;, (D(T)

5 JJ#V)

and

I~~~~,...,~n~lil~~lllfll

.

0

Termination of the procedure. We assume that pkf’ > (2A4)lL ’ H].
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Lemma 25. Suppose that 6”,4,f(y) is square-j&e and .Y$,f(A) E 0 (mod #+I)

Proof. Let m = [L : H] and _%‘k,f(y) = y” + /i
elementary

Consider

symmetric

function

the differential

1dYk4f/dy(A)(

5 mW_’
< mw-‘(

y”-’

on roots of Ykf.(y),

dYif/dy.

for an

has A as a simple root module p@‘.

integer A with IAl < M. Then 9;,(y)

+ ’ . . + &. Since (- 1)‘& is the ith
we have

As JAI -CM and 2m < M, we have

+ (m - l)(et (Mm-* + . . + l/,-l
1 + &,

1

-t ‘. . + mCm-1)

< (2M)“.
Suppose that Y&J(y)=(y
- A)“h(y)(modpk+‘)
for v > 2 and for some polynomial
h(y) in Z[y]. Then dZks/ dy(A) 5 0 (mod pk+’ ). However, by the above estimate,
as pk+’ > (2M)“, we have dTkf/ dy(A) = 0. This contradicts the square-freeness of
P$

0
By Lemma 25, if Zk,f is square-free,

Thus, if we can find an H-invariant such
terminates.
Finding an H-invariant
P was already
Girstmair [13] proposed an algorithm
H-invariant.
Colin [9] showed that once

then the condition at Step (2.8) always holds.
that 5$kJ is square-free, the whole procedure
discussed by several authors [3, 9, 13, 231.
for computing
the lowest degree absolute
we have an H-invariant
P, we certainly genis square-free by Tschirnhaus transformation

erate an H-invariant P’ such that Ybr
P’= P(h(xl),. . . , h(x,)), where h(x) is a polynomial
discuss this in Section 5.2.

of degree less than n. We will

5. On efficiency and practical efforts
To realize our method on real computers as a very practical one, the following
two items are decisive: (1) an appropriate prime p, and (2) an invariant P for each
subgroup H. In the sequent subsections, we discuss the effects of these to the total
efficiency. We note that it is also important to find bounds on absolute values of
invariants which are as small as possible.
Remark 26. To estimate the total efficiency of our method, we also have to analyze
(1) the cost of finding all maximal subgroups up to conjugate in a given subgroup and
(2) the bound of max{ [Gi-i : Gil; 1 5 i 5 r}, where {Go = S,,, Gi,. . , G, = Gf} is the
computed sequence of maximal subgroups from S, to the Galois group Gf of a given
polynomial f.
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5.1. Finding primes and lifting Griibner bases
Let f be a square-free,

manic

integral

that p does not divide the discriminant
p such that p=O(n

are primes

By using algebraic
ner basis
GF(p)]

and

of f.

of d(f),

(By the estimate

such
there

log(n) + n log(l]fl])).)

factorization

@ of the splitting

f and p a prime number

polynomial
d(f)

over successive

field &P(f)

71p(f) = f; . . fr

the

extensions,

factorization

we compute

over GF(p).

of rep(f)

of 71p(f)

the Griib-

Let Np = [K,,lc,f, :
GF(p).

over

As Np =

lcm(deg(f; ) . . , deg(f,)),
we have a bound on Np by [6]. By using [5, Section 51 for
factorization we have the following. (For asymptotically
faster algorithms, see [14].)
Lemma 21. The Griibner basis C?Z?
can be computed in O(n3N;p
operations and NP 5 min {exp( ,/m;
Next, we lift & to @).
step, the integer arithmetic
step, we use the following

log(p)2)

binary

pki’

in each

For the complexity

of this

]Gfj}.

Since all integer

arithmetic

can be done in O(k2 logs).
estimate.

is done modulo

Lemma 28. Let 9 be a local ring and 9’ its maximal ideal. To lift all irreducible
factors of a square-free polynomial of degree n over B/P to their counterparts over
,g/gk+‘, it requires 0(n2k) arithmetic operations over S?,lPki’.
Letg=

{j,, . . . , jn}. To lift each &+t to giy,, it requires O(n2k) arithmetic

operations

over %i = Q,[x~, ...,xi]/Zd(g\“’ , . . . , gi”‘). One arithmetic operation over 9i can be
done in O(n: . 3. nf) arithmetic operations over Z modulo pk+‘, where ni= deg,(ji).
Thus, we have the following estimate.
Lemma 29. Lifting g to 9ck) can be computed in 0(n2NP2k3 log( p)2) binary operations.
Thus, 9@) can be computed

in polynomial

time in n,N,, k and p. From this, it is

better to choose a prime p for which Np is as small as possible among a certain number
of primes. In fact, the following

p is desirable:

(i) r+(f) splits over GF( p), i.e., Np = 1. In [lo] Darmon and Ford used such primes
to show that Gf contains Mti or A412 for a certain polynomial f.
(ii) rep(f) splits over an extension field obtained by adding one root of an irreducible
factor of Qf)
over GF(p). That is, there is an irreducible factorfi such that Z$f,
GF(p)[y]/Id(f;T( y)). In this case, Np = deg(x) I n.
The Chebotarev density theorem suggests a certain probability that we succeed
finding such a prime. From the density theorem, we have the following:
Theorem 30 (cf. Pohst and Zassenhaus
l{o~Gf

I l4=4lll%l

[21]). For each positive integer A,

N Jew lip /&=A, P

<

~I/I{P

IP

< 41.

%
in
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Here, we call the ratio at the left side in Theorem

30 the proportion of primes

with Np =A and denote it by Pr(A). Then we have the following
(1) Pr(l)=

l/lGf[.
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p

estimate.

Th us, it seems difficult to find such a prime p when [Gf-1 is large.

(2) As I+( divides n !, Gf has an element cr whose order is a prime number q
and q<n. Then there are at least [Gf : Cento, (cr)] elements of order q in Gf, where
Cento, (cr) denotes the centralizer

of g in Gf. Thus Pr(q) 2 l/]Cento, (a)]. By consid-

ering the cycle form of D (cf. [7, p. 9]), we have ICento,(o)]

5 ICents,(

<(n - q)!q

and so Pr(q)> l/(n - q)!q.
(3) When f is irreducible

free element

0 of prime

over Q, Gf has a fixed-point

power order, i.e., the cycle form of Q consists of si qel -cycles, s2 q’*-cycles,. . ., and s,
q’t -cycles for some prime q (see [S]). In this case, ICento, (a)] I /Cents,(a)1 =SI ! . . .s,!
4 slel+‘.+, e,. Letting qo be the smallest prime divisor of lGf/, we have /Centg(a)J _<
(n/so)!40 n’4o. Therefore, the proportion of primes p such that I$, In is at least l/(n/qa)!
4:‘““. In particular, when n is prime, there is an element of order n in Gf and
Pr(n) 2 l/n.
5.2. Computation of invariants
For a given subgroup H, we compute an H-invariant
by existing methods [23, 131.
Here, we present estimates on sizes of H-invariants.
Let tdeg(P) denote the total degree
of P and NT(P) denote the number of terms in P. And let CT(P)= max{]cr] ( CT is
the coefficient of T appearing in P}. We can see tdeg(P)_<n(n - 1)/2.
Let P be the first computed L-relative H-invariant over 2. If the condition at Step 2.8
fails, we have to replace P with another one. We generate H-invariants
P’ from P by
Tschimhaus transformations
as follows:
(1) Let ?$={ UEZ I jvl<[L: H]([L : H] - l)tdeg(P)/2}
and V”=T.
(2) For each vector V=(VO, . . , v,-1 ) in V, we set F=vo + 111x+ . ’ ’ + v,_~x”-’
and P’=P(F(xl),.
.,F(x,)).
By [9, Proposition 91, we have the following:
Proposition

31. There is a vector V in Y such that _Y$,,,

The possibility

that a random

chosen

is square-free.

V gives a square-free

resolvent

high, however, we have only a worse bound O([L : H]2n tdeg(P)“)
necessary transformations.

seems very

for the number

of

Remark 32. To avoid the explicit computation of P’, we had better to compute NFg,r,
(F(xi)) for each i and evaluate P by those. In this case, we use the bound in Lemma 33
for M. Let P’ be an H-invariant
computed from P by a Tschimhaus transformation
which satisfies the condition at Step 2.8. Since Jc111.llf]] + 1 for every root CIof f, we
have the following. (We also use the fact that NT(P) and CT(P) are less than n!.)
Lemma 33. The absolute values of ~(P’“)‘s are bounded by the following M:
M =NT(P)CT(P)[L

: H] 2tdes(P)tdeg(P)‘des(P)(2((flI)ntdes(P),
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Consequently, the bit length of the modulus pk+’ is bounded by a polynomial in n,
[L

: HI and hAl.fll).

5.3. Computation of splitting fields
By the new method

we also obtain the following

data: (a) the sequence

HI,. . , H, =Gf} of subgroups appearing in the computation
maximal subgroup of Hi-1 for 15 i Is, (b) the Hi-invariant

{Ha=&,

of Gf, where H; is a
Pi used in the method

and its integral value Ai for 15 i Ls, and (c) the Grijbner basis g(k) of the splitting
ideal .J&‘(~) modulo p ki’ . Here we give two usages of these data for computing the
splitting

field.

(1) By Corollary

Thus,

9, the splitting

we can compute

the Grobner

Grobner basis algorithms.
(2) We can compute
the lexicographic
the shape
.k=Zd(g).

ideal ~4’ over Q is constructed

order

the Grobner

basis with respect
basis

by

to any ordering

g= {g,, . . . , gn} of J%! with respect

such that xl < . . . <x,, from ‘3?=rrp(@k))

<

by existing
to

and Gf. (See

of gi in Remark 2.) Here we give an outline. Let g= {J,, . . . , jn} and
Recall that G, is already presented as a permutation
group on X and

AutCF(p)(GF(P)[XlI~)=G%(f)c Gf. Then, we know deg,(gi) for each i. Let ni =
deg,(g,). We compute nP(gl), . . , rc,(g,) by a method of indeterminate coefJicients as
follows: for i= 1, . . . , n, we replace each coefficient of np(gi) with an indeterminate
.(,i)
,,,....,, as below:
n,-I

n,-I
7Cp(gi)=X:' + C

aj:,!.,J,x/ . ..X{'.

.. . C

j,=O

jl=O

Then np(gi)(xp, . . . , x7)=0 over GF( p)[X]/A? for every o in Gf. This implies NF,~(7lp
(gi)(xp, . ,x7)) =0 for every 0 in Li\\Gf, where Li is the point-wise stabilizer Stabo,
(x1 ) n . . n Stabo, (xi). We note [Gf : Li] =nl . . . ni. Thus, for np(gi) we have a system
of nl ... ni linear equations

in nl . . . ni variables.

Proposition 34. Each system has a unique solution over GF(p).

Thus we can compute

zP(gl ), . . , rcp(gn) by solving the systems of linear equations.
As a special case of [l], we know that d(f )‘Y c Z[X] for some integer C. (Cf.
[ 16, p. 21). By the same procedure as in Theorem 21, we can construct 3 from its image
to
~~(3) by Hensel construction. From ‘?Jck),we can also construct an approximation
9 modulo pki’ and then we can lift it to g by the Hensel construction.
Since the methods above use further information on the splitting fields, they are
expected to be more efficient than direct computation of the splitting field by algebraic
factorization when a given polynomial has large Galois group.
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Table I
Comparison

the new method with galois

(7)
(9)
(11)
(13)
(15)
(17)
(19)
(23)
(25)
(27)

and Applied Algebra I I7 & 118 (1997)

in Maple (seconds)

Group

Galois

New

26
D6
3.s3
+s4lv4
3^2.2-2
2.S4
3”2.D4
fZ7
+F21
+PSL3(2)

0.60
0.45
2.13
0.60
0.70
0.46
0.56
0.45
2.08
2.26

0.54
0.74
0.79
0.85
0.60
2.49
0.35
0.85
1.31
2.44

Remark 35. From a preliminary

617436

experiment,

Group
(8)
(10)
(12)
(14)
(16)
(18)
(20)
(24)
(26)

Galois

New

0.63

0.57
0.93
0.44
1.99
0.74
2.19
4.07
2.07
8.80

s3
+A4
2.A4
S4lZ4
+3*2.4
+PsL2(5)
PGL2(5)
D7
F42

I .os
0.58
13.30
0.58
0.58
10.16
0.51
2.28

the author found that sometimes

it be-

comes very difficult to compute the Grobner basis of JH from the generating set shown
in (1) directly by existing algorithms. In such a case, it seems very effective to eliminate indeterminates

by resultant computation

beforehand,

and then compute the Griibner

basis of the elimination ideal of J&‘. Moreover, techniques on basis-conversion are also
useful (see [4, 201). By these techniques, we succeeded in computing a representation
of the splitting field of the polynomial (27) in Table 2 (which is obtained by adding
4 roots) within

100 seconds on a Sun 4/20 workstation.

5.4. Experiment
Recent progress of the computer performance on integer operations encourages us
to try polynomials with large degree, e.g., 15 or around. As the first step, we made
a preliminary experiment on a real computer. We implemented the new method, on
the computer algebra system Risa/Asir [ 191 for irreducible polynomials
of degree 6
and 7. And we compared our implementation
with galois, a known practical implementation,

on Maple based on methods

that our implementation

is not “complete”

by McKay

and his colleagues.

in the step of replacement

We note

of invariants

and it assumes polynomials
whose Galois groups are neither S,, nor A,,. The reason why the degree of the polynomials
are chosen as 6 and 7 is two-fold: galois
of Maple can handle polynomials up to degree 7 and much preparation time is required for computing tables to deal with polynomials
of higher degree. We found
that the new method is comparable to galois for several examples. Although the
comparison was made for small number of polynomials
and our implementation
is
not a complete one, the author is pleased with the quality and ability of the
method.
Table 1 shows the comparison with galois for polynomials listed in Table 2 used as
examples in [2]. The timings were measured on a Sun 4/20 with 64 Mbyte memory.
For three key parts, choice of primes, invariants, and the semi-lattice of subgroups of
S,,, we used the following strategy:

K. Yokoyamal
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Table 2
Sample polynomials

(8) x6 + 2x3+ 9x2 (7) x6 +x3 + I
(10) x6 + 9x4 - 4x* (9) x6 - 3
(12) x6 - 3x4 + 1
(11)x6+x3+7
(14) x6 + 6x2 + 4
(13) x6 +x4 - 9
(16) x6 + 6x4 + 2x3 +
(15) x6 - 2x3 - 2
(18)x6-9x3+6x2+9x+2
(17) x6 +x4 - 8
(19)X6+X4-x*+5X-5
(20) x6 + 10x5 + 55x4
(23)x7+xh-l2x5-7x4+28x3+14x2-9x+1(24)x7+7x3+7x2+7x-1
(26) x7 - 2
(25) x7 - 14x5 + 56x3 - 56x + 22
(27) x7 - 7x + 3

Primes: Let f(x)
Gf is small
In this case,
construction
tion 5.1, the

be the given polynomial.

except &,AT. We choose
similarly to Darn-ton and
procedure for lifting each
proportion of such primes

6.x + 2
4

9x2 + 6.x - 4
+ 140x3 + 175x2 - 3019x + 25

Since deg(f)=

6 or 7, its Galois group

a prime p such that n,(f)
Ford in [lo], we can use
linear factor of n,(f).
As
among all primes is close

splits over
an ordinary
mentioned
to the ratio

so we could find such a prime p quickly for these examples.
Invariants: We just used the results given in [23, 131. As mentioned
not implement the step of replacement of invariants completely.
with degree less than 3 for Tschimhaus transformation).
S&groups:

Similarly,

we used the semi-lattices

we did not compute

maximal

GF(p).
Hensel
in Secl/IGf 1,

before, we did

(We used polynomials

(transitive)

subgroups;

instead,

given by [23].

5.5. Further remark on modular technique
A similar
compute
Galois

technique

subfields

using

extension

fields of p-adic

in [ 151. By the subfield computation,

group G, of a given polynomial

f

number

we can determine

has an imprimitive

can find an imprimitive

block very efficiently

very useful information

on the Galois group, we can incorporate

method for Galois groups effectively

fields is applied

whether the

block system and we

if Gf has. Since imprimitive

with keeping advantage

to

blocks give

this procedure

into the

of the modular technique.
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